**Skills you need to complete a good PhD on time**

Do you want to build a good PhD project?
It needs good foundations. Learn how to build a *Critical State of the Art* for your research project.

Do you want to make good research contributions?
Learn how to publish your research outcomes in leading journals and conferences.

Do you want a powerful way to make the things you need in your research?
Learn how to design what you need. It works for just about everything, and helps you do good research!

Do you want to improve your collaboration skills?
Learn with people from other research disciplines.

Do you want to strengthen your English?
Work in English with other people doing the same.

Do you want to enjoy learning these skills?
Learn in a small group. Learn by doing.

**Sign up now for PhDing by Design**

PhD training to get you going. It starts with a one-day workshop on *Designing for Researchers*, followed by two practical courses:設計ing and Building a Critical State of the Art for Research; and Designing and Preparing a Research Publication. Each course runs for eight weeks, with one three-hour class per week. All three — the workshop and both courses — will be offered at the three UPV/EHU Campuses, starting in January, 2018, and will be given in English. (Click on the red text for links to more information.)